References and Discussion
Regarding
Glen Canyon Deforestation
REFERENCES
Planned deforestation of Glen Canyon
references:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glen Canyon Tree Assessment &
Preservation Plan HERE.
Final Glen Canyon Trail Improvement Tree
Assessment HERE.
Draft Glen Canyon Trail Improvement Tree
Assessment HERE.
The Glen Canyon Park tree removal
proposal for the Natural Areas Program is
on page F-14.
The Contractor Bid Diagram of Tree
Removals (page 10) is HERE.
The Legislative Analyst Report for the
Natural Areas Program is HERE.
The proposed Glen Canyon Park Natural Areas Recommendations are HERE.

HERE

Rec Center Project background and documentation: HERE
History and insight on the importance of trees to San Francisco references:
•
•

•

Assessing Urban Forest Effects and Values: San Francisco’s Urban Forest HERE.
Urban Forest Plan City & County of San Francisco Urban Forestry Council & Department of
the Environment (This is the previous plan from 2006 before San Francisco Urban Forest
changed their focus to mainly street trees.) HERE
The Current San Francisco Urban Forest Plan, which primarily focuses on street trees
HERE

Myths regarding eucalyptus, one of the non San Francisco tree species slated for removal
along with cypress, pines, acacia, etc., references:
•
•

Eucalyptus Myths by Save Mount Sutro Forest HERE
Biodiversity: Another eucalyptus myth busted by Death of a Million Trees HERE

GLEN CANYON
DEFORESTATION DISCUSSION
Discussion related to the expected tree
removals in Glen Canyon and the
references are below:
•
•
•
•

Rec Center Project -- 70 trees already
posted
Trails Project -- 30 identified
Natural Areas Program -- 120 proposed
Other "poor suitability" trees -- 150+
more identified

There are also discussions about:
•
•

Glen Canyon Reforestation?
.... really, nothing grows under Eucalyptus?

Rec Center Project -- 70 trees already posted
Related documents:
Glen Canyon Tree Assessment & Preservation Plan is posted HERE
The Contractor Bid Diagram of Tree Removals is HERE.
Discussion:
As of September 21, about 30 of the trees are posted in
the parks but based on a discussion last week with the
projects deputy director, there are between 60 and 70
trees to be removed.
About 70 trees are supported by the actual project
contractor bid package (page 10) and the numbers
presented by Rec & Park at a Park Commission meeting.
Although a manual process, we extracted 67 trees from
the contract bid package project diagram. Last week, Rec
& Park was asked to provide the specific list of tree tags
to be removed based on their recent revisions and to also
post the trees in the park and has yet to provide the
detailed tag numbers.
The main Glen Canyon Tree Assessment & Preservation
Plan is posted HERE. Hort Science, a consulting
organization, made two sets of recommendations starting
on page 8 and page 20. The tree assessments evaluated

627 trees that were deemed most likely to be high risk which were those:
o Adjacent to city streets.
o Adjacent to private property.
o Within and immediately adjacent to the proposed bond project area.
Note the assessments included trees in both the Glen Canyon “neighborhood park” and the
“natural areas” zones that met these criteria. The 627 trees received a risk assessment and a
tree condition assessment.
For our more detailed analysis of the trees targeted for removal, please go HERE.
Trails Project -- 30 identified
Related documents:
Final Glen Canyon Trail Improvement Tree Assessment is HERE.
Draft Glen Canyon Trail Improvement Tree Assessment HERE.
Discussion:
The Glen Canyon Trail Improvement Tree Assessment with the recommendation to remove 32
trees is HERE. This project was a health and structural condition assessment in the “Natural
Areas” for trees within 50 feet of the trails. Note that the assessment does not include a risk
assessment and conditions.
Also worth noting was that the Draft assessment was modified after the hired consultant
revisited Glen Canyon with the Natural Areas Program staff. The number of eucalyptus to be
removed increased by 50% from 18 to 27 while native willow removal recommendations
declined by 80% from 15 to 3.
Natural Areas Program -- 120 proposed
Related documents:
The Glen Canyon Park tree removal proposal for the Natural Areas Program is HERE on page
F-14.
The Legislative Analyst Report for the Natural Areas Program is HERE.
Discussion:
The Glen Canyon Park tree removal proposal for the Natural Areas Program is HERE on page
F-14. The plan calls for eliminated 3.9 acres (23%) of 17.1 acres of forest in Glen Canyon
Natural Areas and includes directly removing 120 trees plus all young trees and suppressing
any regrowth until the area is completely converted to native scrub or grassland. For all the
“natural areas”, which is 1/3 of city managed parkland, the plan propose converting 160 acres
(47%) of 338 acres of the “natural areas” forest into native plants. This includes cutting 18,500
plus trees and all young trees and suppressing regrowth. According to the Legislative Analyst
Report on Page 20, the cost of the Natural Areas Program tree removals may be up to $55
million.
Note that the plan is currently under environmental review and has not been approved even

though parts of the plan seem to be underway using the 2008 Park Bond. Also note that the
existing number of trees (6,000) in Glen Canyon natural areas is likely inflated and is based
only on estimates. Note that the 6000 should not include the willows along the creek since
willows are classified as shrubs in the plan.
Other "poor suitability" trees -- 150+ more identified
Related documents:
Glen Canyon Tree Assessment & Preservation Plan is posted HERE.
Discussion:
The Glen Canyon Tree Assessment & Preservation Plan is posted HERE and has two tables
starting on page 8 and page 20 with the arborist recommended tree removals. It is expected
that the 2008 Park Bond Forestry Program will address these trees and RPD has committed to
community meetings starting to discuss that program in the Fall.
Excluding the trees being targeted by the Rec Center project, there are an additional 191 trees
that the assessment recommends removing with most being “poor suitability” or “poor
condition”. Only 22 of the trees recommended for removal are deemed high risk by the
arborist. Note there are also an additional 14 high risk trees that the arborist recommended
pruning that are not addressed by the Rec Center project meaning that 26 high risk trees are
not being addressed until later.
Based on the Rec Center project, Rec & Park does not seem to be removing all “poor
suitability” or “poor condition” trees but to be selecting based on their judgment from the list
provided by the arborist.
.... and smaller trees that aren't counted
Related documents:
The Glen Canyon Park tree removal proposal for the Natural Areas Program is HERE on page
F-14.
Discussion:
The Glen Canyon Park tree removal proposal for the Natural Areas Program is HERE on page
F-1.
The long-term goal of urban forest management in MA-1 and MA-2 areas is to slowly convert
those areas to native scrub, and grassland habitats or oak woodlands. Prior to colonization and
the stabilization of dunes and introduction of invasive species, trees were not a dominant feature
of the San Francisco peninsula. It is likely that scrubby coast live oaks grew on north-facing
slopes in moist drainages and that buckeyes, bays, and oaks lined creek channels that flowed to
the bay or ocean. However, much of the area probably resembled the coastal scrub habitats of
San Bruno Mountain or the grassland-scrub mosaics of the Marin Headlands. Management of
MA-1 and MA-2 areas is focused on the gradual conversion of these areas into native scrub and
grassland habitats.
The thinning is discussed starting on page F-3.

We are in the parks on a daily basis and see the on-going thinning of young trees and the forest
understory plants by the volunteers and also by self-assigned stewards that are vandalizing whatever
non-native plants they deem inappropriate. It is startling to see how bare the understory has become on
the slopes of the Glen Canyon forests. Even more shocking is nativist presentations about how nothing
grows under Eucalyptus which is obviously not true in forests that haven’t been “restored” such as Sutro
Forest or Mount Davidson or Sweeney Ridge.
.... Glen Canyon Park Reforestation?
Related documents:
Glen Canyon Schematic (depicts reforestation plan): HERE
Reforestation Plans in 9/13/12 Project Blog: HERE
Discussion:
The Reforestation Plan is in the project blog and calls for planting 163 trees. We asked
for the detailed planting plans but Rec & Park has not provided the plans so the Glen
Canyon Schematic is the best depiction available of the planting plans. The design
shows a high concentration of trees in the native plant gardens in and immediately
surrounding the construction. However, there is no replacement of the trees removed
by the small grassy area and little planting on the hillside where the forest once was. In
addition, Rec & Park plans to use these tree species Madrone, Coast Live Oak,
Dogwood, Evergreen Elm, Islais Cherry, and Cottonwood which does not include any of
the legacy Eucalyptus, Pines, or Cypress that are part of the character of Glen Canyon
Park. In addition, the saplings could easily be added to the hillside without unnecessary
removals of existing trees.
Note that many of the saplings may not survive. For example, about ten years ago at
Tank Hill, about 25 young trees were destroyed. The neighbors report that they were
healthy trees with trunks between 6″ to 24″ in diameter and therefore fairly young trees.
The trees that remain aren’t particularly healthy because they were severely limbed up
to bring more light to the native plant garden for which the neighboring trees were
destroyed. The neighbors objected to the removal of the remaining trees. The Rec &
Park agreed to leave them until they were replaced by native trees. Only 4 of the more
than two dozen live oaks that were planted as replacements have survived. They are
now about 36″ tall and their trunks are about 1″ in diameter.
.... really, nothing grows under Eucalyptus
Related documents:
Biodiversity: Another eucalyptus myth busted by Death of a Million Trees HERE
Discussion:
The only place we’ve seen that nothing or little grows under eucalypts is where “restoration
ecology” proponents are pulling up or spraying the understory. In locations where it is left
alone, such as Sweeney Ridge below, the understory is dense and diverse with tremendous
biomass that supports wildlife, air quality, and carbon sequestration while enhancing the scenic
beauty of the park. In San Francisco, the greatest diversity of land birds reported by birders in

eBird is in parks with dense planted forests such as Golden Gate Park and Mount Davidson.
Many forest birds not only rely on the non-native trees for nesting and food but also rely on the
understory.
For other myths about the maligned eucalyptus go to Eucalyptus Myths by Save Mount Sutro
Forest HERE
Also, don’t forget eucalyptus is only one on the non-native San Francisco tree species slated
for removal along with cypress, pines, acacia, etc.

